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Abstract— wireless sensor network is one of the most 

promising technologies for communication. Enabling the 

secure communication between nodes it’s a risky task. It is 

found that WSN is prone to attack, clone attack an attacker 

nodes capture a node and reprograms the node, next stage of 

this attack is attacker node distribute whole network and 

taking the control of network Then again, the issue of 

confirmation and pair insightful key foundation in sensor 

systems with MSs is still not tackled despite portable sink 

replication assaults There are several techniques available 

for detect and preventing clone attack. We focus on energy 

level and key distribution technique on both site MSn and 

sensor nodes. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Advances in hardware and remote correspondence 

innovations have empowered the improvement of 

substantial scale wireless sensor network  (WSNs) that 

comprise of disseminated, self-governing, low-power, ease, 

small size sensor nodes to gather data and agreeably 

transmit information through infrastructure less remote 

systems. The improvement of wireless sensor networks was 

initially inspired by military applications, for example, war 

zone observation, and afterward the advances on scaling 

down, minimal effort circuit plan, straightforward low-

control remote correspondence framework, and enhanced 

little scale vitality supplies have empowered broad 

application territories of WSNs, including environment and 

natural surroundings checking, human services applications, 

home mechanization, movement control, and so on.. 

Security assumes a basic part in numerous wireless sensor 

network applications. Because of WSNs' special qualities, 

security procedures utilized as a part of ordinary systems 

can't be specifically connected to sensor systems. As a 

matter of first importance, sensor hubs are exceptionally 

delicate of assembling expense. Subsequently, most sensor 

hubs are asset compelled regarding vitality, memory, 

reckoning, and correspondence abilities. Regularly, sensor 

hubs are fueled by batteries, and reviving batteries is 

infeasible by and large. At that point vitality utilization turns 

into an essential thought for most sensor system 

conventions. Second, sensor hubs may be sent out in the 

open threatening areas without participation, which makes 

sensor hubs defenseless against an assortment of physical 

assaults by enemies. For the most part, enemies are thought 

to have the capacity to imperceptibly take control of certain 

bit of sensor hubs and concentrate all mystery information in 

the hubs. Therefore, beforehand real hubs may transform 

into being malevolent. Moreover, the size of sensor systems 

is significantly expansive, and the system topology is 

progressively balanced, in light of the fact that a few hubs 

may kick the bucket from coming up short on vitality or 

disappointment, and new hubs need to join the system to 

keep up alluring usefulness. Finally, sensor systems use 

remote transmission channels without framework backings 

and the greater part of correspondences are conveyed in an 

impromptu, multi-bounce way. Every one of them force 

considerable difficulties such that current security systems 

are deficient and new methodologies are requested. 

 
Fig 1: Overview of Sensor Network 

II. ARCHITECTURE OF WSN  

A wireless sensor network (WSN) is a heterogeneous  

system made out of a substantial number of small ease  

gadgets, signified as hubs (or bits), and one or few  

universally useful processing gadgets alluded to as  base 

stations (or sinks). 

 
Fig 2: Architecture of Wireless Sensor Network 

III. SENSOR APPLICATION 

There are different uses of wireless sensor networks, for 

example[1,2,3], Great Duck  (fledgling perception on Great 

Duck island), Cattle Herding, Bathymetry, Zebra Net, 

Glacier  Observing, Ocean Water Monitoring, Cold Chain 

Management, Grape Monitoring, Rescue of Avalanche 

Victims, Vital Sign Monitoring, Power Monitoring, Self-

recuperating Mine Field also, Sniper Localization, Parts 

Assembly, and Tracking Military Vehicles. As indicated by 
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the organization regions, the WSN applications can be 

arranged in the accompanying fields: military, ecological, 

mechanical, agrarian, area situated, open security arranged, 

air terminal situated, car, crisis taking care of, therapeutic 

and maritime. Among them, military and therapeutic 

arrangements may be the two of the most security oriented 

application fields of wireless sensor networks. Military 

detecting systems are intended to recognize and pick up 

however much data as could be expected about adversary 

developments, blasts, and other phenomena. Commonly, 

remote sensor hubs are coordinated with military charge, 

control, interchanges, registering, knowledge, 

reconnaissance, surveillance what's more, focusing on 

frameworks. Samples of military wireless sensor network 

applications are war zone observation, direction frameworks 

for clever rockets, discovery of assaults by weapons of mass 

annihilation, for example, atomic, natural, or compound, and 

other observing applications. Because of the way of the 

military, it is evident that those applications could not be 

mounted without fitting security confirmation. Numerous 

restorative frameworks are furnished with countless, non-

obtrusive sensors, situated on or near to the persisting’s 

body, for wellbeing checking purposes. Such frameworks 

have been intended to gauge various physiological qualities, 

including circulatory strain, blood oxygen level, heart 

exercises, movement acknowledgment, and so on., and are 

accessible in a wide range of  structures, including wrist 

wearable, mobile gadgets and as a component of biomedical 

brilliant  garments. The term of body sensor system (BSN) 

[4] is authored to speak to this sort of application. Various 

savvy physiological sensors are coordinated into a wearable 

remote body sensor system, which can be utilized for PC 

helped recovery and indeed, even early recognition of 

medicinal conditions. Those applications suggest that 

outpatients can be checked from their homes, liberating 

space in doctor's facility beds. As the physiological patient 

information is lawfully needed to be kept private, the 

executed systems must summon solid, long living security 

conventions as in the techniques and system for restorative 

information ought to ensure the security being kept up over 

the life time of the person individuals. 

IV. CLONE ATTACK 

A WSN is a collection of sensors with limited resources 

that collaborate to achieve a common goal. Advances in 

technology have made it possible to develop sensor nodes 

at very low cost. These nodes are compact and 

inexpensive. They are fitted with a variety of sensors and 

wireless enabled. Because of their low cost, it is feasible 

to deploy thousands of nodes in the area of interest. It is 

envisioned these nodes will be highly independent and 

require a minimal amount of supervision. In sensor 

networks, adversaries may easily capture and 

compromise sensors and then deploy unlimited number 

of clones of the compromised nodes. This attack is 

referred to as clone attack. Since these clones have 

legitimate access to which could be either a thread or code 

carrying its execution state in order to perform the 

network function. These mobile agents carrying the 

execution code, also includes running status, process 

result and the access path through which the agent moves 

by itself autonomously in network. The mobile agents can 

also interact with the outside network in which self-

governing and collaboration are emphasized. [5] 

 
Fig. 3: Clone attack Scenario 

V. COMMON ATTACK IN SENSOR NETWORK 

A. Clone Attack 

Clone attack well-known as attack of node replication, is a 

severe attack in the WSNs. In this attack, an adversary 

(WSN Adversary can be another entity or person that only 

monitors the channels of communication which threatens 

confidentiality of the document) captures a little of nodes, 

replicates them and also displays an arbitrary no. of replicas 

throughout network. In clone attack, an adversary may be 

capture a sensor node and also copy the cryptographic 

knowledge to different node known as the cloned node. 

Then this type of the cloned sensor node can be installed to 

detention the network knowledge. Adversary can be also 

false knowledge inject, or operate the passing knowledge 

through the cloned nodes [6][7][8]. Mauro Conti et.al in [10] 

categorized the clone attack: 

 Considered a clone is completely truthful by its 

neighbors. In fact, without any global 

countermeasures, honest nodes cannot be conscious 

of the fact that they have a clone among to their 

neighbours. 

 To have a huge quantity of the compromised nodes, 

the adversary does not need to high number of 

nodes compromise. Indeed, once a single node has 

been compromised and captured, the basic cost of 

attack has been sustained. Creation further clones 

of the similar node can be considered cheap. 

B. Man in the Middle Attack 

man-in-the-middle attack is the form of  active 

eavesdropping in which attacker creates the independent 

connections with victims and also relays information 

between them, creating them consider that they are talking 

openly to all  over a protected connection. The attacker will 

be capable to the intercept each information replacing 

between two victims and inject new ones [7]. 

C.  Sinkhole 

In the sinkhole attack, an attacker creates a compromised 

node look extra gorgeous to the surrounding nodes by 

forging routing knowledge [12]. The finale outcome is that 

surrounding nodes will select the cooperated node as the 

next node to the route their document through. This kind of 

the attack creates selective forwarding very simple, as 

totally traffic from a big area in network will flow through 

the adversary’s node. 
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D. Jamming 

Jamming is kind of the attack which interferes with radio 

frequencies used through network nodes. It is an attack on 

physical layer of the wireless network. It interferes with 

radio frequencies being used by nodes of the network. In 

this, an attacker serially transmits over wireless network 

refusing underlying the MAC protocol. Jamming can 

interrupt network impressive if the single frequency is used 

throughout the network. In adding jamming can cause 

excessive energy consumption at a node by the injecting 

impertinent packets. The receiver’s nodes will as well 

consume energy through receiving those packets [9]. 

E. Tampering 

A different physical layer attack is tampering [8]. Well-

known as physical access to node, an attacker can extract 

secrete knowledge such as cryptographic keys or different 

document on the node. Node may also be changed or 

replaced to produce a compromised node which the attacker 

controls. One protection to this attack includes tamper-

proofing the node’s physical package. However, it is 

generally expected that the sensor nodes are not tamper-

proofed in WSNs because of the added cost. This specifies 

that a security system must consider the condition in which 

sensor nodes are compromised. 

F. Flooding 

This attack produces huge volume of the traffic that avoids 

legitimate user from the accessing facilities. The key goal of 

this attack is either to the block node only or blocking link 

along with node. As a outcome network presentation 

reductions significantly. Flooding attacks takes place when 

the adversary starts triggering the multiple connection 

requests towards  target node i.e. superior than the node can 

handle, as an outcome of which buffer of the goal node 

becomes overflowed. Thus, incapacitating the from 

providing, any further facility to the customers. The 

adversary can be a legitimate node which has now been 

cooperated in different case an adversary can have advanced 

abilities, producing huge amount of the legitimate packets 

and also overwhelming the victim node. Prateek et.al 

reported [11]; The main goal of the flooding attacks is to 

cause exhaustion of the resources on victim scheme. This 

process is analogous to the TCP SYN attacks where, 

attacker sends numerous connection creation requests, 

forcing the victim to store state of all connection requests. 

G. Wormhole Attack 

One of greatest severe attacks to detect and secure in 

wireless sensor network is the wormhole attack. In this 

attack, malicious attacker takes packets from one location of 

the network, forwards them through tunnel (wormhole link) 

and releases them into different location [9].  Illustration of 

wormhole attack in the wireless sensor networks. The 

wormhole link can be recognized by a variation of means, 

e.g., by applying an Ethernet cable, a long-range wireless 

transmission, or an optical link. Once the wormhole link is 

established, adversary captures wireless transmissions is on 

one end, sends them through wormhole link and also replays 

them at the different end [10]. 

VI. CLONE ATTACK DETECTION IN WSN 

Clone attack detection WSN can be either mobile or static. 

In static WSN sensor nodes are deployed randomly and after 

the deployment their locations do not variation. In mobile 

WSN, the sensor nodes can move their own after 

deployment. Many approaches have been proposed to detect 

clone attack in static WSNs which are generally classified 

into the central and distributed methods. In a centralized 

method for the detecting node replication, when a fresh node 

joins network, it broadcasts a signed message (location 

claim) holding its location and neighbors identity. One or 

more of its neighbors then forward this location claim to a 

base station (central trusted party). With location knowledge 

for each nodes in the network, the main party can simply 

detect any pair of the nodes with the same identity but at 

numerous locations. Distributed methods for detecting node 

replications are based on the location knowledge for a node 

being stored at one or more witness nodes in the network. 

When a new node joins the network, its location claim is 

forwarded to the corresponding witness nodes. If any 

witness node receives two different location claims for same 

node Identity (ID), then the existence of replica is detected 

[13]. Some of the protocols using distributed approaches for 

static WSN are introduced in the following paragraphs. 

VII. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Un reconciled Collisions Uncover Cloning Attacks in 

Anonymous RFID Systems given by Kai Bu, in 2013 in this 

paper he presented  the Greedy impact space Reframing 

Discovery convention (GREAT) against cloning assaults in 

unknown RFID frameworks. Incredible reframes crash 

spaces to find un reconciled impacts and in this way to 

recognize cloning assaults  We will likewise hypothetically 

investigate GREAT's location exactness  furthermore, 

execution time.   

Dynamic detection of the clone attack in the 

wireless sensor network given by R.Sathish in 2013 in this 

paper he presented a light weighted fast and energy efficient 

method. 

Active key management scheme to avoid clone 

attack in wireless sensor network presented by 

P.Thiruvannamalai Sivasankar in 2013 in this paper he 

presented General three-level security structure for 

confirmation and pair savvy key foundation, in light of the 

polynomial Pool-based key pre conveyance plan is the past 

system. The proposed procedure will considerably enhance 

system flexibility to versatile sink replication assaults 

contrasted with the single polynomial pool based key 

distribution approach, as an aggressor would need to trade 

off numerous more sensor hubs to dispatch a fruitful 

versatile sink replication assault. In the new security edge 

work, a little division of the preselected sensor hubs, called 

the stationary access hubs, go about as confirmation access 

focuses to the system, to trigger the sensor hubs to transmit 

their amassed information to portable sinks. A versatile sink 

sends information solicitation messages to the sensor hubs 

through a stationary access hub. These information 

solicitation messages from the versatile sink will start the 

stationary access hub to trigger sensor hubs, which transmit 

their information to the asked for versatile sink. The plan 

utilizes two different polynomial pools: the portable 
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polynomial pool and the static polynomial pool. Utilizing 

two different key pools and having few sensor hubs that 

convey keys from the portable key pool will make  it more 

troublesome for the assailant to dispatch a portable sink 

replication assault on the sensor arrange by catching just a 

couple of discretionary sensor  hubs. Maybe, the assailant 

would likewise need to catch sensor hubs that convey keys 

from the versatile key pool. Keys from the versatile key pool 

are utilized mostly for versatile sink confirmation, and 

accordingly, to pick up access to the system for information 

gathering. 

Chip and Skim: cloning the EMV cards with pre-

play attack accessible by Mike Bond in 2014 in this paper he 

presented EMV, otherwise called "Chip and PIN", is the 

driving framework for card installments around the world. It 

is utilized all through Europe and a lot of Asia, and is 

beginning to be presented in North America as well. 

Installment cards contain a  chip so they can execute a 

verification convention. This convention obliges purpose of-

offer (POS) terminals or ATMs to create a nonce, called the 

flighty number, for each exchange to guarantee it is new. 

We have found two genuine issues: a broad execution defect 

and a more profound, harder to alter imperfection with the 

EMV convention itself. The first and foremost imperfection 

is that some EMV implementers have only utilized counters, 

timestamps or home-developed calculations to supply this 

nonce. This opens them to a "preplay" assault which is 

vague from card cloning from the outlook of the logs 

available to card-issuing bank, and can be completed  

regardless of the possibility that it is difficult to clone a card 

physically. Card cloning is very sort of misrepresentation 

that EMV should avoid We portray how we recognized the 

helplessness, an overview strategy we created to graph the 

extent of the shortcoming, proof from ATM and terminal 

trials in the field, and our usage of confirmation of-idea 

attacks. We discovered imperfections in broadly utilized 

ATMs from the biggest makers. We can presently clarify in 

any event a percentage of the expanding number of cheats in 

which casualties are rejected discounts by banks which 

guarantee that  EMV cards can't be cloned and that a client 

included in a debate should thusly be mixed up or complicit. 

The second issue was uncovered by the above work. 

Autonomous of the arbitrary number quality, there is a 

convention disappointment: the real irregular number 

created by the terminal can essentially be supplanted by one 

the assailant utilized before when catching a confirmation 

code from the card. This variation of the preplay assault may 

be completed by malware in an POS or ATM terminal, or by 

a man-in-the-center between the terminal and the acquirer. 

We investigate the configuration and execution botches that 

empowered these imperfections to dodge location as of 

recently: weaknesses of the EMV determination, of the 

EMV part confirmation procedure, of usage testing, formal 

investigation, and checking client grievances.  At long last 

we talk about countermeasures. Over a year after our 

introductory dependable revelation of these blemishes to the 

banks, move has just been made to relieve the first of them, 

while we have seen a possible instance of another in the 

wild, and the spread of POS and ATM malware is making it 

always of a risk. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

WSN (Wireless Sensor Network) involves of the sensor 

nodes which computes, senses and has capabilities of 

wireless communication. Wireless Sensor Network is 

deployed in unsecure and unattended atmospheres. An 

adversary can simply capture one node from network and 

generate a clone of a captured node. Then, these clones can 

be deployed in each network areas, and they can be 

considered as the legitimate members of network. In this 

review, we have categorized the obtainable detection 

systems and comprehensively explore numerous suggestions 

in all classification as to demonstrate limits of the existent 

detections as well as actual contributions. Many techniques 

are there to provide security for clone attack. The attackers 

can capture some of the node, take the information from 

them and replicate the nodes in a large number and then 

over all control of the network is taken by the attackers. 
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